Relations improved

US-Soviet arms talks continue

New York Times

WASHINGTON, Feb. 9-President Nixon told Congress today that the United States and the Soviet Union were in accord on the main elements, if not yet the details, of a first phase agreement on the limitation of strategic arms. He said such an agreement could halt the mushrooming arms race without damaging either side's security.

With the Soviet Union he was more specific, stressing the ambiguity in United States-Soviet relations and the uncertainty here over Moscow's intentions in the world.

Nixon said there were "serious grounds" for believing that "a fundamental improvement in the U.S.-Soviet relationship may be possible." But he said that it was "unclear" whether there had been a permanent change in Soviet policy "or only a passing phase concerned more with tactics than with a fundamental commitment to a stable international system."

"creative connection"

In his forthcoming meeting with Soviet leaders in May, Nixon said he hoped for "concrete arrangements of benefit," which would require understanding on avoiding an inflation of the situation in the Middle East, a curbing of big power rivalry in such areas as South Asia, and discussion of measures to further reduce tension in Europe. Summing up the "watershed year" that had just passed, Nixon said that the United States, despite sharp problems with Japan and its western European allies, had achieved "a more balanced alliance" with its friends. The forthcoming summit meetings to Peking and Moscow he said were evidence of "a more creative connection" with America's adversaries.

sense of achievement

A sense of achievement pervaded the document, and this attitude was understood in Nixon's brief radio address to the nation this morning on the foreign policy message. He said in the radio address that various "breakthroughs toward peace" took place last year because his administration had consistently "stopped reacting on the basis of yesterday's habits and started acting to deal with the realities of today and opportunities of tomorrow."

Nixon said that his current eight-point arms control program is geared to protect offensive missiles in less populated areas.

comprehensive limitation

The Americans have proposed an asymmetrical formula by which the Russians could have 100 missiles for Moscow's defense, while the United States would have more for ICBM protection. But Nixon said that the two sides had agreed that one agreement would be formalized in a treaty that would require formal senate approval.

Caruso charges "little bureaucratic games"

by Michael Baun

Gary Caruso, Co-Ex meal ticket program ex-director, yesterday charged Ed Ellis, former Development Commissioner, and the Hall President's Council with engaging in "little bureaucratic games" with his program.

Ellis dismissed Caruso from his position last Tuesday on a "conflicting philosophies" charge. For the remainder of the semester, the HPC will distribute the 116 tickets through the halls.

"It is the feeling of the Hall President's Council that the basic purpose of the program was to create exposure between the two student bodies," explained Ed Motto, HPC chairman.

He and Ellis felt the same clique constantly monopolized the tickets when they were distributed through the Student Union.

Caruso claimed that approximately twenty people used the tickets daily. "That is their right because the tickets are available, but you still have about eighty tickets left."

"Don Mooney (student union social commissioner) even said "Well, I see some of the same faces, but I always see a variety everyday there's somebody different up there,"" the former director commented.

"The Hall President's Council assumed the task of the co-ex meals tickets at the request of Ed Ellis. We have better things to do then play bureaucratic games and have no desire to do such," Motto defended.

"Our policy is more aligned to that of Mr. Ellis, who is in charge of it. We were not involved in the dismissal of Mr. Caruso in any way," he added.

Ed Ellis explained his office had originally distributed the co-ex meals tickets through the halls. "I got the co-ex meals tickets through the halls. I got the

(continued on page 6)
ND-SMC elections unified

by Peggy Cullinan

St. Mary's Student Assembly unanimously re-passed a proposal establishing mandatory four candidate tickets in the next Student Body President election. The bill, originally passed Sunday night was re-affirmed at last night's meeting.

Darlene Gallina, SMC-SG public relations director emphasized that the united election would neutralize the merger issue, not bring it to the foreground.

"There is a misunderstanding that coalition would make the merger the big issue. Merger is irrelevant--we still want to work together on many issues," she said.

SBP Kathy Barlow said "We have the facilities to go ahead on a separate election," if the senate fails to pass the measure today.

The Notre Dame student assembly must pass a proposal before the joint election can occur.

St. Mary's concern stems from the possibility that a strong ND candidate could leave SMC with a minority SBP.

The assembly also discussed the Student Senate Lobby, to be held in Washington, March 22-24.

Faculty Committee wants higher salaries

Larry Daley

The Faculty Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate supports proposals calling for retirement income guarantees and increased University contributions to the faculty retirement fund, according to Dr. Thomas Swartz, chairman of the committee.

Requested changes were based upon the contention that the retirement fund is not fair to those with lower salaries.

The report states that on a full professor is $18,125, when the present retirement guarantee is $5000 for those with over 25 years of service.

The Faculty Senate is proposing that the University include one and one-fourth of the final salary of the retired prof in addition to any other benefits.

Although this proposed minimum guarantee is still below the AAUP minimum, the Faculty Affairs Committee recommended it as "a practical solution to the problem."

The second proposal attempts to improve the present step-rate retirement plan, which the Faculty Senate terms "not fair to those with lower salaries."

The report states that on a $20,000 a year salary, the University contributes seven and three quarter percent to retirement, as opposed to the Indiana University of South Bend, which contributes 15 percent to a professor's salary each year," added Prof. Swartz.

The second proposal suggests that the University "should contribute to faculty retirement a straight eight percent of the contractual salary," in order to assure an adequate retirement for the present faculty.
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Legal age lowered
by Jim McDermott

Boom times may soon be leaving Niles, Mich. If Indiana Gov. Edgar Whitcomb signs into law a bill partially lowering the age of majority to 18, young Hoosiers will be able to enter into binding legal agreements. The bill also lowers the legal drinking age to 18.

Although Whitcomb reportedly opposes the lower drinking age, Associated Press-Indianapolis speculators last night that the Republican governor will sign the bill. Indiana state legislators would pass the bill over gubernatorial veto, AP reporters believed.

With Senate approval of a similar bill Tuesday that included a lowered drinking age, it forced the Indiana House into a compromise bill with a 54-40 vote. The bill passed yesterday does not grant full adult rights to those over 18 unlike Michigan's Criminal sentencing, assistant and education for the handicapped will not be affected by the new legislation.

The selective nature of the new right reportedly caused much opposition to the bills. The areas of drinking and entry into contracts were chosen, Sen. David Rogers noted, because they are "the two chief hallmarks to young people."

Dorm thefts mark week

Dorm thefts dominated the security problems of a relatively quiet week, according to Notre Dame Security Director, Arthur Pears.

Holy Cross was hardest hit over the weekend. Thirty dollars was stolen from an unlocked dorm room Saturday and vandals removed two fire extinguishers from the hall. Security stopped a third burglarly attempt.

"Outsiders" hiisted fifty dollars from Alumni residents over the weekend, Pears added. No damage was reported.

Batteries were removed from a student's car in the D2 parking lot and from an employee's car in the ACC lot. A battery charger was taken from a golf cart parked inside the front door of Morrissey. Also reported stolen were four stereo speakers from a vehicle in the D2 lot.

Mock Convention

There will be a meeting on Thursday, Feb. 10, of all students interested in being campaign managers for the various Democratic candidates at the Mock Convention, April 24-27.

This short meeting will begin at 7 pm in the Fiesta Lounge of LaFortune Student Center.
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Vote up the merger!

The Notre Dame Student Senate is meeting tonight. That, in itself, is something of an extraordinary occasion. Meetings of that body, this past academic year, have not been prolific. The question facing the Senate at tonight's meeting is a weighty one, worthy of careful attention. The question the representatives will face tonight is whether or not the students of this University, and the College across the road, should join hands and show the squabbling administrations of both schools how to merge.

To approve joint student body elections will not mean that the Student Governments will instantaneously become one. Nor will it mean that divine revelation will visit the administrators of both institutions and point out the way to merger for them. But joint elections will be a step, a crucial first step. This entire year has gone by without any overt move towards merger, by students. The Notre Dame Student Government has been waiting for official blessing from the administration, while a steady feud has been ablaze between them and the St. Mary's Student Government over various issues.

It's too bad that nothing got done this year. It's too bad, because the Barkett administration obviously has no sense of the history of Notre Dame. They don't realize that the only way reform or change comes to Du Lac is for students to push the administration.

Time has run out on John Barkett and his cohorts. Time has not yet run out for the rest of the students of this university. The Student Senate can redeem a Barkett campaign pledge tonight. It can bring merger between the two schools a bit closer. We think the Senate should vote to have candidates run together in a bloc, and show the two administrations how it's done, cause they obviously don't know.

Booze and other stuff

So now the age for legal boozing is, or rather shortly will be, 18 in the late, great State of Indiana. It took the Hoosiers a while to wake up to the fact that 18 year olds were getting shot at in wars and getting convicted of certain heinous crimes and tossed in jail the same as an adult; but they're late. The burden of this sacrifice must not be left squarely on the shoulders of the men there have. These oddities leave a curious questioning in one's mind.

Finally, the letter announcing the choice of halls offered reasons which, in the minds of the residents of Badin, should rule them out completely. In the letter, signed by Father Blanzt, it says that both halls "allow for appropriate security for young women, both have adequate physical facilities, and both have room available for social and recreational purposes." The hall is fortunate enough to have a TV lounge that is picked if 6 or 7 people decide to watch the program.

The administrators claim that necessary renovations for the halls will be obtained at a reasonable cost. Badin was originally as a temporary structure, still resembles one. The facilities of the hall are inadequate for men, (as it is, the residents generally sink many hours and much money into the rooms each year to make them livable), let alone for girls who won't be able to do their own work on them. The necessary renovations of lavatory facilities, security precautions, study areas, and recreational facilities could run the Administration more than they assume.

Bud Imhoff, Basid president, has talked many a time before the BPC budget committees attempting to obtain from them money to renovate and supply needed study facilities for Badin. But he never could get enough money to supply the necessary quality facilities.

It seems apparent that the choice of Badin is an ill fated one, and quite a surprise. Imhoff termed the selection "an illogical one". The hall residents, though greatly upset, could not understand how the reasons the university gave applied to Badin.

But fact remains that the residents of Badin are resigned to moving out. Their only real hope is that the burden of this sacrifice for co-education does not solely remain on the shoulders of Badin and Walsh Halls. It seems reasonable that the other halls on campus should share in the sacrifice. The best way this could be effected would be to clear out sections in many halls for the disposed residents of Badin and Walsh thus allowing them to move intact with their friends.

It's a regrettable situation, but one that must be done and Badin residents seem to feel that this is the case. But in all fairness the burden of this sacrifice must not be left squarely on the shoulders of the men of Badin and Walsh.
In the Nation: The Same Old Story

New York, Feb. 9-From its beginnings, the Nixon Administration has taken the way to judge civil rights activities was "to watch what we do, not what we say." The implication was that, while talking one thing, and doing another, the country's black citizenry, the Nixon men would accomplish a great deal in the bargain.

Southern senators, on the other hand, having been made the most determined opponents of any kind of social change or evidence for blacks, have lately taken to insisting that they and their colleagues in the Senate, in the name of providing equal opportunity for all. Particularly in the area of school de-segregation, there is some substance in this Southern claim--even in the Nixon Administration's "watch what we do." In the crucial area of equal employment opportunity, the Administration can now plainly be seen wearing the old confederate uniforms. It is, in fact, rather like old times in the senate now that the southerners, with administration support, have filibustered to death the proposal to equip the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission with cease-and-desist powers against employers found guilty of discriminating.

The net loss, of course, is not just for blacks; since the E.E.O.C. has jurisdiction over sex as well as race discrimination, the senate's action also is a gross blow to women's rights. And one of these most responsible is also a man who has had a big hand in defeating or watering down the senate's rights amendment, Sam J. Ervin, Jr. of North Carolina.

There is no question, however, that the senate's action was mainly another refusal to do anything much about job discrimination for black Americans against blacks. Study of black unemployment--which runs consistently at about twice that of whites, and far worse in the cases of black teenagers and black women--is not entirely or even largely due to rigid laws and education, but much less to an unwillingness to work; rather, the problem is to a great extent one of discrimination. Nevertheless, the key question is whether the E.E.O.C. has no enforcement powers at all, although in 30 states there are already laws that provide the cease-and-desist authority. But as the price for getting any kind of bill past the filibusters, Senator Jacob K. Javits and others have had to agree to a compromise. It would, first, give the E.E.O.C. only the right to go to federal court to get compliance with any finding of discrimination; second, it would raise from $1,000 to $10,000 the number of the employee that would have to be in a company, or members of union, to bring that company or union under E.E.O.C. jurisdiction. The filibustered bill would have made it 25 employees or members, vastly expanding the commission's promise.

The compromise adopts, in effect, the administration's position, which is already embodied in a bill that passed the house. That it is intended to be a soft position, rather than a tough stand against job discrimination, is apparent when Senator Peter Dominkc, the administration spokesman on the issue, said he would oppose a part of the proposed compromise that would have permitted federal courts in cases under E.E.O.C. jurisdiction to find evidence, without further trial on the facts of discrimination cases.

Since the Federal Courts are already clodged with cases, the average delay in disposition of cases is about 10 months, if litigants are content to go to the lower court of their choosing. In addition, the E.E.O.C. has been already unable to manage their workloads. Most important, however, the whole process, in its present form, is bound to be more costly to complainers than in the administration position that had been proposed for the E.E.O.C., the result would be to be leave much discrimination essentially uncorrected.

Just this week Federal Judge Frank M. Johnson Jr. of Montgomery, Alabama, sent back to the state of Alabama about two years ago to cease employment discrimination in all state agencies.

"It looks like my order wasn't very effective." He was in the process of issuing another order, this one to the all-white Alabama state highway department, to recruit enough blacks to fill a quarter of its positions. Two years from now, he said, anything has been done about this second order, which is sure to be appealed.

Since the E.E.O.C. is being given jurisdiction over state and local workers, it could have also to cease and desist, powers as does the National Labor Relations Board, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Federal Communications Commission, to name only a few. It might well be able to get a better and quicker response by administrative sanctions than Judge Johnson could with court orders.

In action, however, the Nixon Administration and the Southern senators want; delay and talk and promises are all they can offer in the way of equal employment opportunity.

Russell Baker
Recruitment policy blasted

by Rob Long

A MBCHA Recruitment Committee member has sent a letter to the Notre Dame Admissions Office, blasting minority recruitment and scholarship funding policies.

Miss Delina Landeros, in a letter to Director Ed Goldbeck, claimed that minority enrollment has had to depend on scholarships (approximately 50%) and that Notre Dame has not been committed to minority enrollment.

In her letter, she suggested that "if 50 percent of the new students coming to Notre Dame are financed, a number of slots be set aside for the different minorities and that these slots be filled."

This would mean that "Notre Dame or any other University with this type of policy will not necessarily only get the cream of the crop of the minorities, but also, that which follows the cream of the crop.

Adding that if 325 females are admitted to Notre Dame in the fall of 1972 and 150 of them receive financial aid, "then at least one-fourth (37) of these women ought to be minority women who will be financially assisted."

She maintains that speaking Spanish, students, meaning Chicano and Puerto Rican students born or residing in the US are, for the most part, living in just as deprived conditions, as the blacks, if not worse, and "should not be second on minority recruitment as is the case at Notre Dame at the present time."

Mr. Lope Rocha, Director of El Centro, a government-funded agency that works among Spanish speaking Americans in the South Bend Area, agreed with Miss Landeros, and Miss Landeros, and agreed with Miss Landeros.

"It is very discouraging to a student that his chances hinge on the outcome of a football game," he said.

He cited one of the problems which alienates Chicano in their native Spanish. "When I was in school, we were punished for speaking Spanish during recess period," he said.

He claimed that primary and secondary schools very seldom hire bilingual counselors, who can communicate with Chicane students and their parents. This is responsible for the high number of "pushouts", those who leave school because of any intellectual deficiency, he said.

In her letter, she suggested that "Chicanos and Puerto Ricans born or residing in the US are, for the most part, living in just as deprived conditions, as the blacks, if not worse, and "should not be second on minority recruitment as is the case at Notre Dame at the present time."

Student Union office ended when people eating over there.
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by Joe Wilkowski

Last year, when the Notre Dame fencers were ranked sixth in the country, the team were disappointed with the season because the Irish finished with their poorest record since 1966, 21-3. As one might surmise, the fencers have a tradition that stretches 38 seasons with a per­centage of 84%, and they are not about to slop now. Why? 13 fencers returning from that squad, the fencing team has a tradition that goes back to itself. They seek the National Championship, to regain their Great Laken title, and to break the University record of 31 consecutive wins.

The material which Coaches Mike DeCicco and two time All American Rick Deladrier have to with in this year. It is perhaps a more optimistic outlook, "when you think everyone's making the kind of defense and his quick reflexes have brought him 14-2 record. Our team is the starting nine fencers, with a combined record of 111-26, have a combined 15-7 record. The starting nine fencers, with a combined record of 111-26, have a combined 15-7 record. The starting nine fencers, with a combined record of 111-26, have a combined 15-7 record.

The key to a very strong foil team is co-captain Mike Corn­wall. "I expect Mike to make the team next year," contends Coach DeCecco. "He has great talent. He's got the national championship written in his eyes and he has worked hard in hopes of gaining it." Only a junior, Cornwall is one of the best collegiate fencers in the nation, and he already ranks 20th on the list of all-time Irish fencers. He carries a 13-2 record into action this weekend.

Sigh Chunn Milliken, 13-2, is coming into his own this year after spending last season in a substitute's role. Senior Warren Vau, 11-5, is the team's most exciting fencer, relying on his great quickness and deceptive attacking to take his opponent. If there is a team weakness, it is in sabre, but pity the opponent who tries to pick on that weakness. Co-captain Matt Trenzinski has specialized in the testing art of defense, and his quick reflexes have brought him 14-2 record. Our team is the starting nine fencers, with a combined record of 111-26, have a combined 15-7 record. The starting nine fencers, with a combined record of 111-26, have a combined 15-7 record. The starting nine fencers, with a combined record of 111-26, have a combined 15-7 record. The starting nine fencers, with a combined record of 111-26, have a combined 15-7 record. The starting nine fencers, with a combined record of 111-26, have a combined 15-7 record.

This season, mismatches in size have seen it to that Notre Dame's best is not good enough. At 6'7, 190, Novak is the tallest member of ND's starting lineup, and he has felt the size difference as much as anyone. "I'm about the tallest guy we've got," he said, "and I've been shifted around this year. I played forward at the beginning of the season, but I was low—in the pivot spot—against Marquette." Novak's attempts to score from in close have brought frequent contact with the likes of UCLA's Bill Walton (6-11) and Marquette's Jim Chones (also 6-11), and Goose knew what he was talking about when he said "we are at an overall height dis­vantage." Against Marquette's number two-rated Warriors, though, Novak was able to ignore the height disadvantage. In what he considers his best personal effort of the season, Novak scored 25 points and grabbed 11 rebounds while working against Chones and 6'9 Al McNeil. "I really wanted to win that one," he remembered. "I wanted to win it more than any game we've played this year—we really needed it, maybe, UCLA. It just seemed that we could really go all out and beat them." The Irish did come close in that one, but they faltered in the second half and fell to the Warriors, 71-62. It has been a rough season for Novak and the Irish, but things won't get any easier as the end of the campaign nears. Following games with DePaul (Saturday afternoon) and Bowling Green, the Irish must face a cluster of big name teams—among them North and South Carolina, Villanova, Dayton, and Ford­ham. But the team's prime concern is with the next opponent, DePaul. "I saw DePaul play Marquette on TV while we were out in Philly," said Novak, "and it looks like we should be able to press them. They got pretty rattled by Marquette's press, and if we execute well I think we can beat them."

Then, permitting himself to look ahead, Gary said "We've got both South Carolina and North Carolina left, and both of them have been in the top ten. Then we've got Villanova, and I think they're the top 20. They'll be tough ball games, but it's hard to tell. Maybe the break'll go one way in these last games." Given Novak and the Irish fencers have gotten very few breaks this year. Maybe as Goose said—they will get a few in the next several games.

By Vic Derr

Several weeks ago, a sign appeared on the back wall of the Huddle Snack Bar: Over 2000 tickets in 12 hours, a record set by a discouraged basketball fan, it offered a season ticket for sale.

The sign set off an immediate response, but hardly the response that was expected. "You'll be sorry," scribbled someone with more optimistic outlook, "when the Go­odells come to America!"

"The Goose," of course, is Gary Novak, one of Notre Dame's sophomore forwards. And while he won't be achieving All-American status any time in the near future, he has taken big steps this season towards becoming a top-rate college ball­player. The 6'7 Novak has started every one of the Irish basketball team's 18 games this season, and he leads Digger Phelps' squad in both scoring (19.2 avg.) and rebounding (10.1 avg.). And Novak's performances have been steady all season long—despite the fact that he was only enrolled as a freshman his first week of school and recruited each of us (the current crop of sophomore fencers) for a specifi­c purpose of the double stack, "he said, "I was supposed to replace either Collins (Jones) or Sid (Catlett), and John Shumate would take the spot I didn't. We had replacements for just about everybody. Except Austin (Carri), of course. You just don't replace someone like that."

"We didn't know what to expect when Digger came here last spring," he continued, "because his style of ball is so different. He presses a lot and likes to play a lot of different defenses. There was a lot of restlessness in the beginning, but I think everyone's making the transition now.

"On the successful tran­sition, the Irish fencers have won but four of 14 games to date, and the season has naturally been a struggle for Novak and his teammates."

"It has been kind of a discouraging year," Gary ad­mitted. "We play a lot of good teams, and often we play well enough to win. But we always seem to come just a little bit short. A lot of that's probably because of the tough schedule. Otherwise, we probably would have won a lot of those games we've lost."

"All we can do," he said, "is just go out there playing, and do the best we can."
Bill would have Charity Chest collect all the concert profits by Susan Prendergast

If a recent Student Union proposal is approved, profits from Sunday night's Richie Havens concert will go to the Notre Dame Charity Chest Fund with other Mardi Gras profits. Student Union Associate Director Tim Howald said that he, Director Bill McGrath, and Social Commissioner Don Money originated this idea last week when Mardi Gras ticket sales appeared to lag.

Howald presented the idea to Rev. Thomas Blan tz, Vice-President of Student Affairs. "He didn't really commit himself, but it seemed fairly receptive."

According to Fr. Blantz, Executive Vice-President Rev. Edmund Joyce and ACC Managing Director John Pindl will decide the proposal's fate.

The meeting of the Notre Dame Student Senate tonight at 7:00 in La Fortune Student Center will be in the TV Room and not the Auditorium as originally announced.

TMI to speak at Parent's dinner

Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, president of ND, keynote the main event of the 36th annual Junior Parent-Son Weekend March 5-6 at ND. In other activities for the weekend parents meet administration and faculty at ND. A presentation on campus life is planned. Parents are encouraged to eat meals with their sons in the dining halls.

Focus on activities all aspects of student life at ND. The weekend aims to increase parent exposure to college life. All parents of ND's class of 1972 received invitations by mail. Hesburgh and Stephen Fallocco, junior class president, address the parents after dinner in Stepan Center Saturday night March 4. Also on Saturday in the reception with university administrators. Two hours are set aside for parents to expose social issues relevant to community living on campus.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Marathon Enterprises needs books,Complete sale on records, books, and posters. Come to 595 Eahn.

STUDENT WANTED for small technical school (Curriculum and ECDP accredited). Major in 9 fields of drafting, 2 fields of Civil and Electronics. All Degree. Industry experience on our campus. Transfers accepted February 16 through the Institute of Drafting. American School, 15746, Morrison, Illinois, 60702.

WANTED

Revised voters young individual who would like to make $49 and do next fall selling Time, Life, & Sports illustrated. (That's how much I make). Send applications with qualifications to: Thomas Drexler, 130 S. Carroll Apt. A, South Bend, Indiana. 46611. Must be Postmarked 3-1-72 or earlier. Freshman or Sophomore preferred. Next time dorms Can have Thurs. or Fri. Will share ex-wide period. Call Post 7929.

In-Room needs petitioners. Call 3627 or 3616.

Wanted: Off campus house for next year, a bedroom. If you know of any please call John 7864.

Moped needed. 150 Hr. Females. Call 283-4811, 4-8 pm.

Ride to Pittsburgh Feb 16. For advice - driving & expenses. Call TOM 1843.

PERSONALS

What will the dawn of the 14th bring?

Acquaintances, friends, pals, wonderful HUMAN people and "lovely" who make to stay HERE the most loving endeavor in my life. Let me upload Beegie

To the Corral and The Ugly Duckling, you may try again. I'm not going to help it come up.

Ann

P.S. Meet my friends and me in Niles.

ATTRACTION MALE WANTS TO MEET PLEASING EXPERIENCED FEMALE TO ENGAGE IN "OVERLIFE LOVE MAKING. WILLING TO BE TRAINED." CALL CONFIDENTIAL. P.O. BOX 46, LODIA 4854.

Hi, Leslie. God to see you wore a skirt.

Mary. How are you doing.

MARC

YOU MUST BeCOME HEALTHY EVERY TWENTY-ONE.

LOVE, BOB

To the order of the Brown Helmet: Apologize for calling me a broad, or I shall expose all in the Brown Helmet. Still Concerned.

LOST AND FOUND

Lost: r hand black ski glove near bookcase. Call John 7902.

Lost: red, yellow, blue striped shirt. Call Tom 2490.

Lost: Gold St. Christopher and chain. Call 2849.

LOST: "DAVE" GUITAR. "RICK" 234-6467.

Wanted lost at kickoff party. It found Bob. 283-2477.

FOR SALE

Parts and Accessories for import cars. Foreign Car Parts Co. 215 Dixie Road (Northwest) 277-7187.

For Sale: Martin D-35 G String; Location: living room; Share Mike; Stand: Gibson F- Hole Electric; All new 223-6288.

STEREO SPEAKERS combining excellent sound and decorative looks of reasonable price. Call 283-8642 or come to 181 State.

Preferred Renters: 4 Bedroom, newly redecorated apartment. Kitchen, bath, living room, all facilities. $100 per month per person. Student living in apartment. Call 273-4685.

Returning to France. Must sell 1972 Simca, blue, 5-doctor, excellent condition, great or perfect tires (new air mattresses included.) 227-7580.

SAY I love you with flowers for Valentines Day. Special student rates and delivery. $8.10 394.

FOR SALE "34" GALAXIE, GREAT SHAPE, $200 OFFER, RICK 339-7288.

Graphic View II $0 X5 cameras with all the pizzazz. 225-7021.

DISCOUNT TRAVEL To and Within Europe. Leave anytime from N.Y. Contact: Sheikh Center 227 North Randall, Madison, WI 53706.

Need typing done??? Will do typing for reasonable rates and on short notice - don't waste time peeking away. Call Chlip at 8286.

ATTENTION ALL NEW STUDENTS!! USAT REVIEW COURSE NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS FOR APRIL (AND OTHER SAT 8:30). FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: EDUCATIONAL TESTING, KELLY FLYNN, 785-4144. AVERAGE SCORE INCREASE 100 POINTS.

ATTENTION! ALL NEW STUDENTS!!! USAT REVIEW COURSE NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS FOR APRIL (AND OTHER SAT 8:30). FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: EDUCATIONAL TESTING, KELLY FLYNN, 785-4144. AVERAGE SCORE INCREASE 100 POINTS.

Uses will be running to Smirl's on Friday. They will leave from the Center for Continuing Education from 3:00 pm in their dorm rooms and will take one way. You can even join the Bowling Club of ND if you want. (That's who is sponsoring the buses.)

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS. Australia, Europe, Africa, Middle East, all professions and occupations, $75 to $1200 per week, paid, overtime, sightseeing, free in-country travel, OVERSEAS, Dept. P, Box 15071, San Diego, CA 92113.

EUROPE THIS SUMMER: Notre Dame Office of Study Abroad, Vienna, Austria. Ample opportunities for independent travel. 234-6319.

Juniors - Sign up to have your portrait taken for the 1972 year book. C LA TAPONE. 9:40 daily or call 929. To be in the book, you must be photographed now.

ROMA "FRIZZ-IN II" HOGAN'S BIRTHDAY FRIDAY I 29 S. Joseph St. semplice dirigito


VALENTINES DAY SALES Tax sales from the Student Union in the FIESTA LOUNGE at LAFORPON. 1-5 Words: 10 cents 10-20 Words: 50 cents mail to: OBSERVER VALENTINE BOX 11.

Give a Valentine in the Observer. Let someone know you're thinking of them.

Seniors Uncertain of Your Future?

Consider the Marist Brothers Lay Volunteer Program Spend a year or two working with young people CHOOSE YOUR FIELD

-"High School Teaching" -"Guidance" -"Drug Programs, Etc."

CHOOSE YOUR COUNTRY

-58 Countries in all

Come listen to two Notre Dame Graduates now in the program: 4:00 Friday, Feb. 11 Fisher Hall Basement Lounge

For more information Louis Compagna 283-1933

Have you heard that "All life insurance companies are alike" ?

Don't you believe it!

Are all football teams alike? Are all colleges alike? Are all dates alike? "All life insurance companies are alike."

That's because wonderful HUMAN people and "lovely" who make to stay HERE the most loving endeavor in my life.

This is a tremendous difference in what you get for your money. Its that kind of difference worth knowing about! Get the facts, not a snow job, by calling Campus Representatives

Mike Baumgartner - 232-0649
Ralph Holewinski - 289-6100
Kevin Hoene - 283-3543